
A DISCUSSION ON PHILIPPINES RESISTANCE TO AMERICAN RULE

In response, the United States placed the Philippines under martial law until the fighting that â€œthe great majority of
Filipinosâ€• did not object to U.S. colonial rule in a general .. During House debate on the bill in the fall of , the Resident
.. of Corregidor, the last organized resistance in the Philippines surrendered

Beginning with the 62nd Congress, Quezon received help from a new House majority after Democrats took
back the chamber for the first time in 15 years. Independence remained a driving force in Manila, but in
Washington, Philippine Resident Commissioners had to navigate between Republican and Democratic
administrations that came down on different sides of the independence debate. The war began with shooting
on the outskirts of Manila on the night of February 4,  One of themâ€”often the one more well versed in the
issues and able to navigate the ever-changing congressional landscapeâ€”handled the legislative lift. To do so,
however, Japan needed to eliminate the U. Like many people on the mainland, he believed Filipinos were
incapable of self-government and did not want another foreign power to take over the islands. Less than two
weeks after it was inaugurated, armed hostilities broke out between the Filipino revolutionaries and the
American military. But the Senate and especially Tydings, who took it as a personal affront, greeted the report
with disdain. A while later, as part of the Tydingsâ€”McDuffie Act that granted the Philippines its
independence, Congress cleared the way for the Philippines to assume the role of a completely unaffiliated
trading partner. Smith, enraged by a guerrilla massacre of U. As many as , Filipino civilians died from
violence, famine, and disease. It took the United States Army three years to suppress the Revolution in the
Philippines, much longer than American commanders in the field had expected and at great cost on lives and
resources. The stable government clause, however, remained problematic. To balance the interests of both the
Philippine commission and the assembly, the legislative bodies elected candidates who would be quickly
ratified by the opposite chamber. Brands once observed. The Philippines then held a referendum on the new
constitution and an island-wide plebiscite on independence. Aguinaldo, who was half-Chinese, also called
himself General Miong. Hausserman right in Washington, DC, in  General fighting broke out and the Filipino
fighters resisted bravely, though their leaders had all gone casually off home for the weekend. It is probably
important to mention that one of the tangible results of the Philippine Revolution is the alienation of a segment
of Filipino Catholics who established a Filipino National Church, the Iglesia Filipina Independiente,
independent from the Church in Rome. Calderon as staff members. President Roosevelt signed it into law on
March 24,  Asiatic squadron in Hong Kong on alert. But Schurman set the tone for future U. Aguinaldo had
been allowed to think that the victorious Americans would swiftly fold their tents and go away, leaving the
islands to him and his nationalists, but they proved mysteriously reluctant to go, despite fierce criticism from
their own anti-imperialists at home, and in December Spain formally ceded the Philippines to the United
States. Throughout the spring of , American troops pushed north into the central Luzon Plain, and by the end
of that year Filipino Gen. Just a few years later, in , Ocampo was elected to Congress. With American troops
in possession of the city and Filipino insurgents controlling the rest of the country, conflict was inevitable. The
vigor of Filipino resistance to American pacification efforts differed in different regions, reflective of Filipino
committment to the Malolos Republic and the Revolution. Tydingsâ€”McDuffie also set graduated tariff rates
on Philippine goods so that, by the time the islands became independent, they would have to pay the rates in
full. For more information, please see the full notice. These movements resurfaced under different forms in
twentieth century agrarian protests and is one interesting dimension of the revolutionary movement in the
Philippines that needs further study. By the end of , enough Filipino elites had recognized U.


